
Algorithms in the Real World (296.3), Spring ’11
Assignment #1 Due: February 9, 2011

Complete all problems.
You are not permitted to look at solutions of previous year assignments. You can work to-
gether on the written questions in groups, but all solutions have to be written up individually.
You should do the programming assignment individually.

Problem 1: Conditional Probabilities (10pt)
Given the following conditional probabilities for a two state Markov Chain what factor would
one save by using the conditional entropy instead of the unconditional entropy? Hint: you
will have to solve for the stationary probabilities of the two states.

p(w|w) = .95 p(b|w) = .05
p(w|b) = .2 p(b|b) = .8

Problem 2: Arithmetic Codes (10pt)
Given the following probability model:

Letter p(ai) f(ai)
a .1 0
b .2 .1
c .7 .3

Decode the 4 letter message given by 00011011010 assuming it was coded using arithmetic
coding. Why is this message longer than if we simply had used a fixed-length code of 2 bits
per letter, even though the entropy of the set {.1, .2, .7} is just a little more than 1 bit per
letter. Note: once you figure out how to do the decoding, it should not take more than five
minutes on a calculator or scripting language.

Problem 3: Decoding Prefix Codes (20pt)
Being able to quickly decode prefix codes is extremely important in many applications.
Assume you have a machine with word length w (e.g. 32 bits). Assume you are given some
prefix code for a message set, and the longest codeword is w/2 bits (or less). Assume that
a sequence of codes is stored in memory broken into words (i.e., the first w bits are in the
first word, etc.).
The naive way to decode is to use a binary tree and take constant time per bit by traversing
the tree. Describe how to decode each codeword in constant time (independent of w). Hint,
you can use O(2w/2) preprocessing time, and the same amount of memory.
Please don’t use more than half a page to describe the method.
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Problem 4: PPM, LPZ and BW (20pt)

The string bcabccabc is encoded using PPM. The (partial) dictionary constructed during
encoding is given below. For the following questions, assume that escape count is given
by the number of different characters for each context, and exclusion is not used, unless
specified. Assume that the alphabet has 26 characters, and use k = 2.

(a) Fill in the empty spaces in the dictionary below.

Context Counts Context Counts Context Counts
empty a = 2 a b = 2 ab c = 2

b = 3
c = 4 b

c

Figure 1: Dictionary

(b) Suppose the next letter in the string is b. Compute the number of bits required to encode
b, and also list the changes made to the dictionary. (You do not have to compute the
exact number of bits, simply write it as an expression containing logs). The answer
need not be an integer.

(c) Now assume that exclusion is used. Recompute the number of bits required to encode
the character b.

(d) Encode the above string bcabccabc using LZ77, with an unbounded lookahead buffer,
and a window of size 4.

(e) Encode the above string using Burrows-Wheeler. Just show the sequence of characters
after the BW transform (don’t bother compressing using move to front).

Writing Your own Compression Utility

In this problem you will implement an algorithm for data compression. The purpose of data
compression is to take a file A and, within a reasonable amount of time, transform it into
another file B in such a way that (1) B is smaller than A, and (2) it is possible to reconstruct
A from B. A program that converts A into B is called a compressor , and one that undoes
this operation is called an uncompressor .
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Of course, a compressor cannot guarantee that the file B will always be smaller than A. It’s
easy to see why: if this were possible, then imagine what would happen if you just kept
iterating the method, compressing the output of the compressor. In fact, with a little bit of
thought, you should be able to convince yourself that any compressor that compresses some
files must also actually enlarge some files too! Nevertheless, compressors tend to work pretty
well on the kinds of files that are typically found on computers, and they are widely used in
practice.

The Ziv-Lempel Algorithm

The algorithm that you will implement is a version of the Ziv-Lempel data compression
algorithm. At first you may find this algorithm a little difficult to understand, but in the
end the program that you will write to implement it should not be very long. Ziv-Lempel is
an example of an adaptive data compression algorithm. What this means is that the code
that the algorithm uses to represent a particular sequence of bytes in the input file will be
different for different input files, and may even be different if the same sequence appears in
more than one place in the same input file.
The basic data structure used by the Ziv-Lempel algorithm is a tree. Initially, the tree
consists of a single node, the root. As the input file is processed, nodes are added to the
tree. Eventually, each node in the tree may have as many 256 different children, one for
each possible value of an 8-bit byte. Each node in the tree except for the root holds a byte
value (conceptually, you can think of this byte as being on the edge between the node and
its parent). Each node is also labeled according to when it was added to the tree. The root
is labeled 0, the first node added to the tree is labeled 1, and so on.
The way that you compress a piece of text is as follows. Starting at the root, you read
in bytes one by one, using them to trace a path down the tree. For instance, if you read
the bytes ’a’, ’b’, ’c’, you would go from the root to its child that has byte ’a’ in it,
then to that node’s child having byte ’b’, and then to that node’s child having byte ’c’.
(If we think of bytes as being on the edges, we can think of this as the abc path from the
root.) Once you reach a node for which the desired child doesn’t exist (maybe the next
character read in was ’b’ and the current node doesn’t have a child with byte ’b’) you do
the following. First, you print out the label of the current node. Then you create a new
child of the current node and give it the byte value of the character read in as well as the
next available label. They you print out that byte value (this is so the uncompressor will
know what byte it was) and you go back to the root.
The idea is that the label of a node is representing the sequence of byte values stored on the
path from the root to that node. Think about what happens if the file we’re compressing has
only “a”s in it. We will read in the first a and make an associated child of the root. Then
we will read in two “a”s and make a new node (the ’a’ child of the last node we created).
Then we read in three “a”s and make a new node, and so on. Pretty soon, our compressor
is able to read in a large number of “a”s in between having to print anything out.
When you reach the end of the input file, the program just outputs the label of the current
node.
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Uncompressing a File

The algorithm for uncompressing a file is very similar to the algorithm for compressing a
file. The uncompression algorithm will build up the exact same tree that the compression
algorithm builds up. In addition, the uncompression algorithm will maintain an array of
pointers to nodes in the tree. The ith element in this array will be a pointer to the node
with label i.
The algorithm begins by reading in the first label in the compressed file. The array is used
to determine which node the label refers to. The algorithm prints out the sequence of bytes
on the path from the root to this node. It then reads in the next byte in the compressed
file and creates a child of the current node with that byte value (mimicking the compressor)
and prints out that byte. It then continues on to read the next label and so forth.
One tricky issue is that since the tree is growing with time, your array of pointers might get
filled up. One way around this is to use an array “doubling” scheme.

Why does this work?

You might be wondering whether or why this compression algorithm will compress a file. It
is based on the observation that sequences of bytes tend to be repeated over and over again
within the same input file. For example, the sequence “compressed” appears many times
in this document. Like we saw above, if you see sequences over and over, they will result
in long paths in the tree, which means that a large number of characters get replaced by a
single node label.

Problem 5: Trees [10pt]

In this part you will implement three functions that operate on trees. You should find all
three useful when you implement the Ziv-Lempel algorithm.
In the rest of this handout, all examples are given in the C++ programming language. You
may, however, write your program in any language that you choose.
We are going to represent a tree in a new way. Each node in the tree will have a pointer to
its parent, to a sibling, and to one of its children (if it has any). The way you get to the
other children of a node is by following their “sibling” pointers. In other words, all children
of a node are arranged in a linked list using the “sibling” pointers (the last child on this list
has sibling == NULL), and the parent node only points to the first child on this list. The
structure that we use to represent a node is shown below.

struct Tree_node{

Tree_node(); // Constructor (structs can have them too)

int label;

char byte;

Tree_node *first_child;

Tree_node *sibling;
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Tree_node *parent;

};

The first function that we want you to write is called find child. This function has the
following declaration.

Tree_node* find_child(Tree_node *parent, char c);

The input to this function is a pointer to a parent node parent and a byte (char) c. The
function examines the children of the node one-by-one to see if there is one whose byte value
matches c. If so, it returns a pointer to that node. Otherwise, it returns NULL.
The second function that you will implement is a function insert child:

Tree_node* insert_child(Tree_node *parent, char byte, int label);

This function will create a new node and make it a child of the node pointed to by parent.
The byte value and label of the new node are given by the arguments byte and label. The
function returns a pointer to the new node. Remember to set all the pointers correctly.
The third function that you will implement is called print path. This function has the
following declaration.

void print_path(Tree_node *last_node);

The input to this function is a pointer, last node, to a node in the tree. This function prints
out (to cout) the sequence of byte values on the path from the root of the tree to the node
pointed to by last node. Even though the root technically has a byte field, you should not
print that byte out. This function is similar to the functions that you have previously seen
for printing out the values in a linked list in reverse.
To help you in debugging your code, we have provided a function in util.c that will print
out the nodes in the tree, along with their byte values and labels.

Problem 6: An ASCII Version of Ziv-Lempel [40pt]

In this section you will implement a version of the Ziv-Lempel algorithm in which the com-
pressed file that you produce will consist of ASCII characters only (assuming that the input
file is ASCII). In particular, the file you create will have a label, then a space, then a byte,
then a label, then a space, then a byte, etc. (The reason for the space is to make it easier
to read back in your uncompressor, especially if your byte is an ASCII digit). To print out
a label label and a byte c you can just write:

cout << label << " ";

cout.put(c);
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When you get to the end of the input file you will just print out the name of the node where
you are currently (and you won’t need to print out a byte). At this point, you should print
out a newline instead of a space since the newline will flush the output and make it look
nicer.
In your uncompressor, to read in a label, then a space, then a byte you can write something
like this:

cin >> label; // read in an integer value

cin.get(junk); // get the blank space.

cin.get(c); // get in the actual byte (which itself might be a space)

The uncompression will be a little harder than the compression because you will need to
keep around an array of pointers (array[label] is a pointer to the node with that label), and
deal with the problem that the array might get full (e.g., by doubling).
Your program may not compress very well (and in fact most files will get larger), because
the ASCII representations of the labels are not very space efficient. For example, the value
117 can be represented in a single byte, rather than 3. But you will find your program much
easier to debug if it is not writing out strange non-ASCII byte values.

Problem 7: A Better Compressor [20pt]

In this section you will improve your compressor by not outputting spaces between labels and
byte values and by writing labels in a space-efficient fashion. To this end, we have provided
several functions in util.c for writing bits out to cout and for reading bits in from cin.
The first function is “void print_label(int label, int max_label)”. The input to this
function is a label, label, and the largest label used by any node in the tree, max label.
The function will output a sequence of bits representing label. (It will use as many bits
as are needed to represent max label. For example, if label is 3 and max label is 7, then
print label will print out the bits 011. See if you can figure out why it’s not good enough
to just print out the bits 11.) Note that the string of three bits 011 is not that same as the
string “011” whose length is 24 bits. Since it is not possible to print out less than one byte
at a time to cout, this function keeps a buffer of bits and outputs a byte whenever it has
accumulated 8 bits.
The second function is “print_letter(char c)”. This function will output the 8 bits
representing the character c. More precisely, it will insert the 8 bits into the same bit buffer
used by print label. If that buffer currently holds k bits, where 0 ≤ k < 8, then a byte
consisting of those k bits followed by the first 8 − k bits of c will be written on cout. You
should use this function to output byte values instead of outputting them directly using the
“<<” operator or put.
The third function is “void print_final_label(int label, int max_label)”. This func-
tion is like print label, but in addition to printing out a label, it will also flush out the
remaining bits in the bit buffer.
The fourth function is “int read_label(int max_label)”. This function will read in and
return a label that has been printed out using print label. It returns -1 on end-of-file.
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The last function is “int read_letter(char &c)” which operates just like cin.get(c).
You should use this function, rather than cin.get to read in a byte from the compressed
file, because the bytes in the compressed file may not be aligned along the normal byte
boundaries.
Your code for this part will probably not be a very big change from your code for the ASCII
part. We have provided compressions of the input files in input tiny.comp, input small.comp,
and input large.comp that you can compare your outputs with.

Problem 8: One More Optimization [5pt Extra Credit]

It turns out that it is not really necessary to output a byte value whenever a new node is
created. Instead, that byte can be viewed as the first byte on a new path starting at the
root. This is tricky! (Hint: create 256 children for the root when you initialize the tree.)
Try implementing this optimization. Also, in a comment, give an answer to the “See if you
can figure out why it’s not good enough to just print out the bits 11” statement above.
Note: Extra credit points will not be looked at until final grades have been assigned. At
that point, extra credit points may (or may not) be used to raise a borderline grade (but
not to lower the grade of any other student).
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